The iron pnictides are an intensively studied new class of superconductors with superconducting transition temperatures up to currently 56 K. They show a variety of distinct properties in the normal as well as superconducting state like absence/presence of magnetic ordering, weak to strong electronic correlations and nodal/nodeless superconducting gaps. Most parent compounds exhibit a non-superconducting ground state with antiferromagnetic order and become superconducting upon doping or application of external pressure.

LaFePO is the iron pnictide in which superconductivity was reported for the first time at a critical temperature of about 6 K. In LaFePO superconductivity arises without doping or application of pressure, there is no long-range magnetic order and the superconducting gap is nodal. As a measure of electronic correlations, mass enhancement values have been reported from a number of different experiments including angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), optical conductivity measurements; and specific heat measurements all point to a range \( m^*/m_{\text{LDA}} \approx 1.7 - 2.2 \), consistent also with existing LDA+DMFT studies.

Recently, LiFeAs received particular attention due to a number of features that make it very attractive for both theoretical and experimental studies: like LaFePO, it exhibits superconductivity without doping or pressure at a critical temperature of about 5 K. LiFeAs is nonmagnetic; furthermore, it cleaves into adjacent Li layers mitigating the issue of polar order and become superconducting upon doping or application of external pressure.

LiFeP shares these properties, yet its lower superconducting transition temperature of 5 K didn’t trigger as much research. LiFeP shows contrasting behavior to LiFeAs in some respects, though. Most importantly, its superconducting order parameter is nodal compared to the nodeless gap in LiFeAs. This is unexpected as previous works suggested a relation between the lack of a third hole pocket at the \( \Gamma \) point and the formation of gap nodes, but both LiFeAs and LiFeP show three hole sheets at \( \Gamma \). Effective masses in LiFeP were extracted from resistivity and upper critical field measurement, where the mass enhancements are estimated to be smaller by a factor of \( \sim 2 \) compared to LiFeAs; this corresponds to a mass enhancement of 1.5–2 over the LDA value. De Haas-van Alphen experiment give values 1.6–3.3 for the mass enhancements. However, so far no theoretical studies investigating the effects of correlations on LiFeP have been reported.

Thus, both compounds are considered rather weakly correlated. However, in the present work we argue that the inclusion of correlations has a profound impact on the Fermi surface topology of both materials which in the case of LaFePO agrees with ARPES observations; for LiFeP, ARPES measurements are not yet reported and the available dHvA data do not allow to unambiguously decide on the \( k_z \) extension of the Fermi surface sheets as will be discussed below. The features presented here have not been touched upon in the reported LDA+DMFT calculations on LaFePO; for LiFeP we present, to our knowledge, the first LDA+DMFT study in the literature.

We performed full charge self-consistent calculations following the scheme from Ref. using a combination of electronic structure calculations in the full potential linearized augmented plane wave (FLAPW) framework as implemented in WIEN2K with DMFT. For solving the impurity problem we employed the hybridization expansion continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo method (CT-HYB) as implemented in the ALPS code; only density-density terms of the Hund’s coupling were considered. We performed calculations on all available experimental crystal structures as reported in Refs. and (LaFePO) and Refs. and (LiFeP) with space group \( P4/nmm \); results are shown for the structures from Ref. (LaFePO) and Ref. (LiFeP). The energy window for the construction of a localized Wannier basis was chosen to range from \(-5.4 \) eV to \( 2.7 \) eV \((-6 \) eV to \( 3.15 \) eV) with respect to the Fermi energy for LaFePO (LiFeP). The Monte Carlo sampling was done at an inverse temperature \( \beta = 40 \) eV\(^{-1}\) with \( 3 \times 10^6 \) sweeps.

For the interaction parameters, we use the definitions of \( U = F^0 \) and \( J = (F^2 + F^4)/14 \) in terms of Slater integral, with \( U = 4 \) eV, \( J = 0.8 \) eV, and the around-mean-field double counting correction.
Some low energy features, in particular the size and shape of the Fermi hole pockets which are of central interest here, turn out to be rather sensitive to details of the LDA+DMFT calculation like the choice of double counting; however, we tested variations in these technical aspects and found the reported features – while being affected quantitatively – qualitatively consistent among calculations with different double countings, interaction parameters, and reported crystal structures.

In the following, orbital characters are labeled in a coordinate system which is $45^\circ$ rotated with respect to the crystallographic axes, i.e. $x$ and $y$ point to nearest Fe neighbors in the Fe-P plane.

In Table I we list the orbital-resolved mass enhancements for both compounds. The mass enhancements for LaFePO are in line with the measured values $\sim 1.7\text{--}2.2$ from the various experiment, as well as previous LDA+DMFT studies where mass enhancements $\sim 1.6\text{--}2.2$ were calculated. Note that for LaFePO the effective masses are higher for the $e_g$ orbitals whereas in LiFeP (and most other iron pnictides) the $t_{2g}$ orbitals show stronger renormalization. This is because of the crystal field splitting which in LaFePO puts the $t_{2g}$ orbitals below the $e_g$ orbitals thereby promoting a ground state with configuration $e_g^2t_{2g}^4$ in the atomic limit. This suppresses inter-orbital fluctuations among the $e_g$ states, rendering these orbitals more correlated in effect. As a consequence, the $d_{z^2}$ orbital is the most strongly correlated one in LaFePO.

The values for LiFeP range between 1.4 and 1.7 which is roughly a factor of 2 smaller than in LiFeAs where ARPES and dHvA experiments yield mass enhancements of 3–4. This is in agreement with resistivity and upper critical field measurements which also give a factor 2 reduction with respect to LiFeAs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orbital</th>
<th>$d_{x^2}$</th>
<th>$d_{z^2-x^2}$</th>
<th>$d_{xy}$</th>
<th>$d_{x^2+y^2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LaFePO:</td>
<td>$m^*/m_{LDA}$</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiFeP:</td>
<td>$m^*/m_{LDA}$</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The momentum-resolved spectral function of the two materials is presented in Fig. 1 in comparison with the LDA band energies. The excitations around the Fermi energy are well-defined revealing the Fermi liquid nature in accordance with resistivity measurements. Most importantly, both compounds feature a band placed just below the Fermi energy in LDA which gets shifted above $E_F$ upon inclusion of correlations in the vicinity of the $\Gamma$ (Z) point in LaFePO (LiFeP). In both compounds this band has $d_{z^2}$ orbital character around $E_F$ for the path shown in Fig. 1 and originates from the hybridization with phosphorus $p$ states.

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, this crossing of the Fermi energy is naturally accompanied by the appearance at the Fermi surface of an outer hole pocket centered at $\Gamma$ in LaFePO (see Fig. 2(b)) and an inner hole pocket centered at $Z$ in LiFeP (see Fig. 3(b)). As has been suggested for the iron pnictides, appearance of a pocket with $d_{z^2}$ character may alter the superconducting pairing function to a nodal state and reduce the strength of the pairing as it is observed in LaFePO and LiFeP in contrast to their arsenic counterparts LaFeAsO and LiFeAs.

Due to the hybridization with the phosphorus states, the position of the crossing band in LDA is sensitive to the phosphorus $z$ position and doping. Therefore, although the large outer hole pocket appearing in LaFePO has been observed in ARPES, it has been suspected that the appearance of this pocket is caused by surface doping indicated by a too small electron count obtained in ARPES. In contrast, our calculations yield the change in the Fermi surface topology as a result of electronic correlations only. Note that the total charge in the crystal is conserved in our calculations and the opening of the pocket (i.e. increase of the Fermi surface volume) merely amounts to a charge transfer from the $d_{z^2}$ orbitals to the $t_{2g}$ orbitals. Despite the sensitivity of the band position in LDA (for LaFePO the band energies differ by approximately 12 meV between the two published structures) we found the opening of the pocket in both structures and with very similar pocket sizes. As for the electron deficiency in ARPES, the huge size of the measured pocket (>12 kT as compared to <5 kT in our calculations, cf. orbit 3a in Fig. 4(a)) probably still results from a charge effect.

As a result, the calculated dHvA frequencies for LaFePO experience significant shifts as shown in Fig. 4(a). The frequencies correspond to extremal pocket sizes (orbits) that are observed at a given angle $\Theta$ with respect to the $k_z$ axis. The outer hole pocket experiences a large increase compared to LDA and the opening at $Z$ adds a new frequency 3a for the minimal orbit. As a result of charge conservation, the outer electron pocket 4a/b is also blown up. The enlargement of the electron pocket seen in our calculations is not observed in the dHvA experiment. The hole pocket itself is not mea-

![FIG. 1. (Color online) Momentum-resolved spectral function $A(k, \omega)$ together with LDA bands in the vicinity of the Fermi surface topology change.](image-url)
FIG. 2. (Color online) Fermi surfaces of LaFePO in the $k_z = 0$ and $k_z = \pi$ plane (left panels) and the $k_x = k_y$ plane (right panels) for (a) LDA and (b) LDA+DMFT. The colors give the dominating orbital character.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Fermi surfaces of LiFeP in the $k_z = 0$ and $k_z = \pi$ plane (left panels) and the $k_x = k_y$ plane (right panels) for (a) LDA and (b) LDA+DMFT. The colors give the dominating orbital character. The arrows indicate the $k$-points for the calculation of the effective masses in Tab. III.

sured in dHvA (7 out of the 10 predicted frequencies are present in the measurements). In LDA, inclusion of spin-orbit (SO) coupling reduces the size of the inner hole pocket 1a/b but SO coupling is not included in our LDA+DMFT calculations. It is therefore likely that this pocket shrinks even more than predicted by us, thereby reducing the total Fermi surface volume enclosed by the hole pockets; this could approximately compensate for the added volume from the opened hole pocket without enlargement of the electron pocket.

For LiFeP, the inclusion of interactions induces only moderate changes in the sizes of the Fermi surface sheets, see Fig. 4(b). The frequency shifts with respect to LDA are in qualitative agreement with the experimental dHvA data from Ref. 22: the middle hole pocket 2a/b shifts most and shrinks in size by approx. 0.39 kT (compared
to approx. 0.95 kT in the experiment), the other sheets are less affected (orbit 4b also shrinks substantially but it is not measured in dHvA). The opening of the inner hole pocket in LDA+DMFT has almost no effect on the dHvA frequencies: also in LDA, two frequencies for the inner hole pocket are expected due to a weak peanut-like distortion which gives a minimal orbit around Γ and a inner hole pocket are expected due to a weak peanut-like distortion which gives a minimal orbit around Γ and a maximal orbit at \( k_z \approx \pi/2 \). In LDA+DMFT, the size of the pocket at \( Z \) (the new maximal orbit) essentially equals the maximal orbit size from LDA, thereby mimicking the LDA orbits. Since the position of the orbits in the BZ cannot be determined from dHvA, no clear distinction between the predictions from LDA and LDA+DMFT can be made from the published data. Measurements up to \( \Theta = 90^\circ \) which in principle allow to differentiate between open and closed pockets (\( F\cos\theta \) drops to zero for a closed pocket) have been performed and indicate a tendency of \( F\cos\theta \) towards small values but are not conclusive because of the very weak signal.\(^2\)

While a good qualitative agreement is reached between our results and dHvA observations, our calculations do not lead to a sufficient shift to attain complete agreement with the experimental frequencies in LiFeP, in particular the calculated reduction of the middle hole pocket is not pronounced enough. Note that spin-orbit coupling helps with the size reduction of this pocket, its effect is comparatively small here, though (about 0.2 kT). Limitations of our approach are also revealed by a comparison of the effective masses in LiFeP. The effective masses obtained from the dHvA measurements are rather uniform among all orbits except for the orbits 2a/b which show only half the mass enhancement of the other orbits. Since these mass enhancements refer to the Fermi surface orbits rather than the localized orbitals, we calculated the LDA+DMFT mass enhancements in the same basis by projecting the self energy in the localized Wannier basis \( |\chi_m(k)\rangle \), \( \Sigma_{mm'} \), to the basis of Bloch states \( |\psi_\nu(k)\rangle \), \( \Sigma_{\nu\nu'} \),

\[
\Sigma_{\nu\nu'}(k) = \sum_{mm'} P^*_{mm'}(k) \Sigma_{mm'} P_{m'\nu'}(k),
\]

where \( P_{mm'}(k) = \langle \chi_{m}(k)|\psi_\nu(k)\rangle \). From the diagonal elements \( \Sigma_{\nu\nu} \) we obtain the mass enhancements of the respective Fermi surface pocket at the \( k \)-points indicated in Fig. 3 the values are given in Table II.

### Table II. Mass enhancements of the maximal/minimal Fermi surface orbits in LiFeP. The mass enhancements are measured at the \( k \)-points indicated in Fig. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pocket</th>
<th>( m^*_{\text{LiFeP}} )</th>
<th>( m^*_{\text{LDA}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inner</td>
<td>1.47/1.34</td>
<td>1.48/1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>middle</td>
<td>1.69/1.70</td>
<td>1.49/1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outer</td>
<td>1.52/1.37</td>
<td>1.52/1.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The significantly smaller mass enhancements of the middle hole pocket (orbit 2) measured in the quantum oscillation experiments are not seen in LDA+DMFT. This suggests that this pocket is differently affected by the coupling to some scattering channel like spin fluctuations or nonlocal correlations which are not captured by our LDA+DMFT approach.

In summary, we reported LDA+DMFT calculations on LiFeP and LaFePO where we find a change of the Fermi surface topology upon inclusion of correlations in both compounds, namely the opening of an outer hole pocket at \( \Gamma \) in LaFePO and the opening of an inner hole pocket at \( Z \) in LiFeP, both with Fe \( d_{z^2} \) orbital character. As discussed by Kemper et al., this might promote the nodal gap and weak pairing strength, i.e. low \( T_c \), in these materials. Whereas this pocket has been observed in ARPES for LaFePO, the current experimental situation for LiFeP doesn’t allow for a conclusive testing of our predictions and further experimental work is desired. Also we find that the peculiarities of the middle hole pocket in LiFeP observed in dHvA experiments and not reproduced in our LDA+DMFT approach reveal the importance of scattering channels beyond local correlations.
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